Case Study

Infrastructure modernisation
Customer

Industry
Location
Number of employees

Architecture
Cardiff, London and Wrexham
27

Challenge

Complete IT infrastructure overhaul
Transition from one office location to three

Solution

Replace legacy servers with new servers and migration to Office 365
Created a single domain across all three sites
High specification workstations and latest BIM/CAD software

Results

Revolutionary investment, modernisation, improvement and renewal
programme across all apects of the IT infrastructure

ABOUT THE
COMPANY

IT

Lawray Architects is a SME private practice providing its clients with
Architectural, Construction (Design) and Management (CDM)/Health & Safety,
Project Management and Building Information Management (BIM) services
within the construction industry.

The practice was established in 1974 and currently has three offices (Cardiff,
London and Wrexham) employing around 30 staff in total.

Lawray works across the full spectrum of business sectors within the
construction industry and has developed an excellent reputation for the quality
of its services, designs and collaboration with its clients, contractors and
fellow consultants.
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WHAT AMITECH
HAS DONE FOR
LAWRAY

“Lawray has been serviced by Amitech IT since 2007, initially for our Cardiff
office. Since 2016 Amitech IT provides outsourced IT services, support and
procurement to the entire business.
We have developed excellent interpersonal relationships with Amitech IT
and they have enabled us to completely restructure our IT infrastructure
and associated operations. We have undergone a revolutionary investment,
modernisation, improvement and renewal programme across all aspects of our
underlying IT infrastructure.
Amitech IT provides us with procurement and after sales support services. They
manage our IT network and provide integration of solutions from HP, Shadow
Protect, Sophos and Microsoft to name a few.

WOULD WE
RECOMMEND
THEM?

IT

All-in all we have found Amitech IT to be extremely helpful and advisory,
especially their after sales support teams and directorial management. Their
support response times are excellent and they are easy to contact, a
very welcome feature in these days of organisations hiding behind unfathomable
web sites.”

Through our constantly improving relationships we have been able to radically
transform our business operations at all levels. Lawray is a well-oiled, holistic
business, well capable of delivering on UK Government mandates for BIM, whilst
greatly improving our ability to inter- and extra-communicate/collaborate on
our projects. This enables us to provide our clients with a higher quality service
whilst improving our staff skills, capabilities, efficiencies, productivity and
profitability.
In short, Amitech IT has enabled Lawray to be better, more agile and more
dynamic at everything we do.”
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